
My MYP Portfolio Video , Quimester I - 7th grade:

For your First Quimester Exam, you will present your portfolio by making a video.

You will post it in padlet using this link: https://padlet.com/lasalazar1/jqqiauoelr4yp95n

Instructions:

You should include the following in your video:

● Personal Information (only include it in the video, not in your Math Portfolio.

Use the template):

○ Who am I?

○ My personal motto (A motto is a slogan or favorite saying, like "When life

hands you lemons, make lemonade." A motto is something you might see on

a t-shirt or bumper sticker — a short sentence or phrase that has

meaning for that person. Some mottoes have to do with politics, religion,

or another belief.)

○ How you feel about you as a student of Math

● ATL Reflection ( 1 for each project. You should include these reflections in the

video and in your Math Portfolio. Use the template):

○ Title of task

○ Explain what exactly you were required to do in this task?

○ What did you learn or discover? What information was the most

interesting/surprising to you?

○ Which of the ATL skills do you feel is (are) your strength? Why? (for

this question, check the ATL skills document)

○ How may the skills that you have developed throughout this unit be of

help to you in your future career or in your student life?

○ What would be your suggestions for students who will work on a similar

project next year?

○ Any other projects, assignments, activities you completed that you feel

compliment or highlight your thinking and learning

● End of Quimester reflection (only include it in the video. Use the template):

○ What was your original academic goal at the beginning of the Quimester?

Has it changed?

○ Which of your goals did you achieve during the first quimester? What

helped you be successful? What prevented you from achieving your goals?

○ What is something you did really well or tried your best at during this

quimester?

https://padlet.com/lasalazar1/jqqiauoelr4yp95n


○ What is something that you didn’t do as well as you could have or

something that you would like to improve?

This is a portfolio video, and you want to make it uniquely yours. I have given you many

components, but what can you do to make the video exciting and interesting to look at?

Creativity is welcome!

I hope you will enjoy doing your video. Remember, your portfolio is all about you and your

achievements throughout the year. Put in your best and take pride in doing your Portfolio

Video.

Happy portfolio video making!

DUE DATES:

- Personal Information - Due date: January 10th

- ATL Reflection (project #1 and #2) - Due date:  January 11th

- End of Quimester Reflection - Due date:  January 12th

- MATH Portfolio & Making the Video  - Due date:  January 13th

- MYP Portfolio Video (in PADLET) - Due date:  January 14th

YEAR 1 7-8 5-6 3-4 1-2

C:
Communication

The student is able
to:

i. consistently use
appropriate
mathematical
language
ii. consistently use
different forms of
mathematical
representation to
present information
correctly
iii. communicate
clearly through
coherent lines of
reasoning
iv. present work that is
consistently organized
using a logical
structure.

The student is able
to:

i. usually use appropriate
mathematical language
ii. usually use different
forms of mathematical
representation to present
information correctly
iii. communicate through
lines of reasoning that are
usually coherent
iv. present work that is
usually organized using a
logical structure.

The student is able
to:

i. use some
appropriate
mathematical
language
ii. use different
forms of
mathematical
representation to
present information
adequately
iii. communicate
through lines of
reasoning that are
able to be
understood,
although these are
not always coherent
iv. adequately
organize
information using a
logical structure.

The student is able
to:

i. use limited
mathematical
language
ii. use limited forms
of mathematical
representation to
present information
iii. communicate
through lines of
reasoning that are
difficult to
understand.



Video Project Rubric

YEAR 1 7-8 5-6 3-4 1-2

Organization

Design

Content

Sound

The student is able
to:

i. present in a logical
and very interesting
sequence

i. present with all
multimedia elements
working well together
and demonstrate
excellent synthesis

i. Cover all the
questions completely
and in depth.
Encourages the
viewers

i. present with an
excellent use of sound
and music to reinforce
message

The student is able
to:

i. present in a logical
sequence

i. present with
appropriate
multimedia elements
that enhance the
presentation

i. Cover most of  the
questions.  Give
viewers an
understanding of the
topic

i. present with sound
and music to convey
message.  Audio is
clear

The student is able
to:

i. present in a
jumping around way
and audience has
difficulty following

i. present using a
selection of media
elements that are
adequate

i. Cover some of the
questions

i. present with some
use of sound, but
poor quality.
Audience has
trouble
understanding

The student is able
to:

i. present in a way
that audience
cannot understand
the presentation
because of weak
organization

i. Present with a
poor selection of
sound and video

i. Cover almost no
questions.

i. present with a
poor use of sound
or no sound at all


